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Reviewer's report:

I found few minor essential revisions otherwise Manuscript is well written & reasoned out the data found clearly with evidences.

1) On page 5, under preparation pf the decoction; it would better to mention the word "leaves" rather than "plant materials".

2) on page 11- need to use same units when comparing results. it is better to give in microg/ml

3) On page 12- denotes the NO radical with a dot.

4) On page 13- 1st paragraph, mention that similar experiments carried out for what?

4) on page 14 - use words in places of > and &.

5) on page 18 - conclusion instead of the word "under" use "in".

Level of interest: An article of importance in its field

Quality of written English: Acceptable

Statistical review: No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.
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